Requirements to become an Au-Pair in Germany

Do you like children? Are you interested in getting to know another country and to live with a family there? Do you want to improve your knowledge of the German language? Then our Au-Pair programme might be the right thing for you.

Requirements:

- good basic knowledge of the German language – at least A1
- at least 18 years old
- not older than 26 years when applying for the visa (there may be exemptions for EU members)
- no children, not pregnant
- good physical and psychological condition
- special experience and interest in working with children (i.e. babysitting, youth camps, etc.)
- good experience in household and willingness to help with daily routine work at home
- willingness to integrate oneself into the family
- independence, responsibility, flexibility

The placement is not depending on any confession. Non-smokers are preferred. A driver’s license is not necessary, but an advantage in rural areas.

Please check if you fulfill all conditions. If not, an Au-Pair stay is not recommendable for you at the moment.

Our host families live in:

Köln, Aachen, Bonn, Düsseldorf, Koblenz, Münster, Osnabrück and the respective regions.